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First Reading
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The SPEAKER (minebuilder1223) took the chair at 14 13 and read prayers.

19101
HeadsInventory plugin implementation Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: HeadsInventory Implementation Bill, to be considered, a bill to This bill aims to
implement the HeadsInventory plugin to make it easier for citizens of Wolvhaven to obtain
custom texture heads without having to ask an opped player for them. I invite the proposer of
the bill to open the debate.
Mopsistudios: Thank you mr speaker. The plugins in this bill have already been implemented
by the server owner. I move that we proceed to 2nd reading and vote, in order to not waste any
further time.
MC_Dunc: Thank you Mr Speaker. According to one's knowledge, a custom head plugin has
already been announced in the server. is there a significant use of this bill to be tabled in this
parliament. may the honorable member who tabled the bill make a statement on this?
Mopsistudios: Thank you Mr Speaker. No, there is no real significant use
y0urs_Tru1y: then why are we continuing? Fin.
The SPEAKER: It would be of convenience to me and everyone involved if we could get this
session dismissed within the next 10 mins
MC_Dunc: Mr speaker. I move that we move on with the plan.
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HeadsInventory Plugin implementation Bill
A

BILL
TO
This bill aims to implement the HeadsInventory plugin to make it easier for citizens of
Wolvhaven to obtain custom texture heads without having to ask an opped player for them.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Plugins to install
a. HeadsInventory
b. Heads Plugin API
i.
This plugin is required for the first plugin to function. It serves as the API
for resolving custom texture head requests.
2. Permissions to give
a. These permissions are to be given to citizens and above in the Wolvhaven,
Gardella, Laboratory, Sandbox and FifthHaven worlds
i.
Headsinv.myhead
1. Allows the player to get their own head
ii.
Headsinv.playerhead
1. Allows the player to get another player's head
iii.
headsinv.inventory
1. Allows the player to use the heads inventory
iv.
Headsinv.search
1. Allows the player to search directly for heads from the database
v.
Headsinv.help
1. Allows the player to see the help page
vi.
headsinv.update:
1. Allows the user to update the heads categories
a. This means that if there are new heads added the player
can run the command to recache the heads and access
newly added heads.
3. Short Title
a. This bill may be cited as the HeadsInventory Plugin Implementation Act, 2019
4. Implementation
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a. This act will go into effect after receiving approval from the president and the
plugin is added and permissions are configured.
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19102
Anti-NSFW Messages Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: We move to the second motion of the day: Anti-NSFW Messages Bill. I invite
the proposer of the bill to open the debate
Mopsistudios:  Thank you Mr Speaker. Over the past few week there have been multiple
incidents were nsfw content has been posted on Wolvhaven platforms. this is extremely
inappropriate. This bill aims to punish people who post nsfw content on our platforms
MC_Dunc: Thank you Mr Speaker. I would like to ask the right honorable member
his definition for nsfw: Are jokes messages allowed? or chat must be absolutely clear. The bill
did not specify whether chat messages and so on are allowed or not. The definition of the
content that is considered nsfw is not detailed in this community. There are a lot of instances
where people even senior management may make jokes or messages. That are considered
nsfw. Would the honorable member of CEN please elaborate on his context reference of nsfw?
Mopsistudios: The bill is very clear on the definition. Nsfw or not safw for work refers to
anything which includes images of nudity, sexual imagery, heavy profanity, pornography or
images of extreme violence. The definitions overlap but they are included to be more specific.
The bill is also very clear on what it includes. Players who knowingly post messages that include
nsfw content or a link to a site that includes nsfw content, shall be liable to 1 official warning.
This applies to both discord and the server.
_ezzo: As a former moderator and a helper now, we already filter out messages and disallow
NSFW messages. What would this bill add to the moderation procedure that already exists?
Would this bill just make it legally clear in case of a dispute or appeal?
Mopsistudios: Thank you Mr Speaker. The wolvhaven statutes do not include anything about
nsfw messages, thus meaning people cannot be punished for it. This bill will officially make it
illegal.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (SilverWolv) took the chair at 14 39.
y0urs_Tru1y: 2 points. 1. as i have made clear many times, the statutes are not completed.
thus just because they are not yet written, does not imply it must thus be legal. You can and
should prosecute these cases, even if not included in the statutes YET. That said, i have no
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problems with this bill seeking to formally include it, i assume under the general rules part of the
statutes. 2. may i request the member who proposed the bill clarify what is meant by heavy
profanity? WH has had a culture of allowing foul language. is it your intention to change this? or
may i suggest that the profanity part be removed. i don’t think anybody else has a problem with
outlawing pornographic imagery.
Mopsistudios: As of right now, excess use of profanity right now is not allowed. Profanity
meaning usage of swear words, thus making the clause in the proposed bill useless. I suggest
the extreme profanity part be removed, as it is already covered.
MC_Dunc: Thank you mr speaker. I have a few points to make. First, this bill needs to be
crafted more precisely by using words such as "heavy", it makes clauses very objective. If the
honorable member is not aware, anything written into a legal statutes. subjective if i may correct
myself. anything written into a legal statute, requires a definition to terms, such vague terms do
not allow clear definition of how players will be penalised, and I would like to simply state the
fact that. staff has final discretion to judge what’s right and what’s wrong.
Mopsistudios: Thank you Mr Speaker. many other parts of the wolvhaven statutes use vague
terminology the definition provided makes it very clear, as for my dear friend's last point. staff
would have the final say on weather prosecute the person or not, as for other laws.
y0urs_Tru1y: Again 2 points. 1st, I’m not sure if you are agreeing with me or not so do you
want to remove the heavy profanity part of the bill? yes or no.
mopsistudios: Yes, as excessive profanity is already banned
y0urs_Tru1y: is that so? But nvm, 2nd point. if the member would allow me to finish before
answering "NSFW content" and then proceeds to define "content" as NSFW images. Would it
not thus make more sense to simplify the bill to state NSFW images to begin with? In addition,
this definition leaves a rather large gaping loophole. In which i can share erotic literature, which
does not include imagery, I immagine the member intends for this to also be banned. Might i
suggest you reword the bill accordingly. fin.
Mopsistudios: I move that section 1.a.i may be amended to replace "heavy profanity" with
“erotic literature”. Also I move that “pornographic videos” are also to be added to the definition.
Since right now they are not specifically mentioned. Although may be included since a video is
just a bunch of images.
MC_Dunc: Mr Speaker. i move that this bill should end so the honorable member can revise
and make amendments to the bill. Tl;dr, stop parliament, let us sleep.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The immediate question is: if the house agrees to the amendments
mopsistudios proposed, as many as opinion say aye, of contrary say no.
Question put to the House and agreed on. (Amendments made by mopsistudios)
Question put to the House and agreed on (Adjourning the house)
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Anti-NSFW Messages Bill
A

BILL
TO
This bill aims to put a stop to people posting messages with nsfw content or links to pages that
include nsfw content.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. nsfw:
i.
Not safe for work. In this case nsfw refers to anything which includes
images of nudity, sexual imagery, erotic literature, pornography, images
of extreme violence or pornographic videos
b. Content:
i.
Content refers to images which are nsfw.
2. Add WH Statutes II/D/26 including the following
26. Players who knowingly post messages that include nsfw content or a link to a
site that includes nsfw content, shall be liable to 1 official warning.
26.1 Once a screenshot has been taken the message shall be removed by a
member of staff.
26.2 If the poster of the message used someone else’s image in the content
without their consent is liable to 2 official warnings.
26.3 This applies to both discord and the server.
3. Existing Cases
a. If an existing case of nsfw content is discovered it shall be removed but no
punishment will be given.
4. Short title
a. This bill may be cited as the Anti-NSFW Messages Act, 2019
5. Implementation
a. This act will go into effect immediately after it receives approval from the
president.
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